


Sit down and get comfortable. While sitting 

comes naturally, there’s much more to the “get 

comfortable” part of this saying. It might take a 

simple height adjustment or a slide of the seat 

pan, but if the price of the chair does not align 

with your budget, it’ll never be the right fit for 

you. Our team of industrial designers, engineers, 

and manufacturing automation specialists 

is constantly improving the product and 

discovering efficiencies in processes, resulting 

in greater value and shorter lead times. 

From task to lounge, we are designing and 

delivering chairs that are as gorgeous as they 

are functional, yet most find the quality most 

attractive. When comparing seating, fit and 

finish is often a pretty good indicator of price, 

but with us that’s not the case. Our chairs are 

often perceived to be much more expensive 

than they are. Innovation, along with unmatched 

manufacturing prowess, is why other brands 

only talk about quality while we’re able to 

back it up with one of the best warranties in 

the industry. Not only will you be comfortable 

specifying 9to5 Seating, you’ll be able to relax, 

knowing the customer will be sitting pretty for 

years to come.

Sit down and get comfortable.
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Cavo takes high design where it’s never been before—the multi-purpose 
room. Created by Italian designer and architect Claudio Bellini, Cavo turns 
mixed-use spaces into aesthetic oases for creative thinking and collaboration. 



diddy
Show off your conference room  
or class up your office with Diddy –
cool, comfortable, & contemporary.

conference 
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mila Makes ergonomics effortless 
with its automatic adjustment. 

 

 Attention to detail



 

HÅG capisco

In imagining the HÅG Capisco, legendary designer Peter Opsvik declared,  
“The best posture is always the next one.”

task



tori

Tori is an innovative new task series that delivers unparalleled performance with influence impact, 
making every chair an expression of an enterprise’s story. With an accessible price point, the Tori 
series delivers extraordinary comfort and ergonomics thanks to its unique signature curved back 
that provides natural designed-in lumbar support with optional adjustable lumbar also available. task



jax

Dramatic lines and 
striking angles 
enhance any space with  
geometric design  
and exceptional comfort.

lounge 



luna
Favored for versatility and modern design.

sidetask
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Stylish Ellie features elegant curved lines and attention to detail that delivers a 
touch of sophistication to any workspace. Combining functionality with a unique 
design, Ellie is ideal for light tasking, meeting and conference rooms, collaboration 
spaces or even work-from-home. ta
sk



Equal  
parts  
style,  
comfort 
and 
value.

neo

task



HÅG SoFi
Packed with smart functionality for 
multi-user tasking or conferencing, 
SoFi is designed to be user-friendly, 
with adjustments that are as easy to 
use as they are innovative.
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omnia Inspired by nature, Omnia’s frame  is organic and minimalist.          The  one-piece mesh seat and back  enhance its graceful, sweeping lines.
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lilly It’s easy to see the elegant sophisticated  
design lines and shapes of Lilly. Individually,  
with each other, or with other furniture.
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Dash, our multi-purpose chair with flex is adding in another ingredient—cool. 
Using a combination of perforated plastic and ergonomic support, Dash 
delivers above and beyond what most multi-purpose chairs offer. dash

multi-purpose



 

sol
Seamlessly integrates 
technology and supports
every individual posture.
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Movement & flexibility matter.zoom

nestingarmedarmless  



kip A stacking collection with  
a simple yet elegant style.

multi-purpose




